
Coming from the A1 or A7

Entrance of the car park

Are you coming by car? You can park in the P+R Sloterdijk.

Enter the following address in the navigation: Piarcoplein, 1043 DW Amsterdam

TOSS Group

Orlyplein 89

1043 DS Amsterdam

On the a10 take the 

exit S102

Take the right-hand lanes

and then turn right onto

Basisweg

P+R Sloterdijk

Coming from the A2 or A4

On the a10 take the 

exit S102

Take the left lanes and

then turn left onto

Basisweg

Turn left onto 

Radarweg

At the roundabout, take

the 3rd exit onto

Hanedastraat

Turn right onto Piarco

Square

Drive a bit to the sign and

park behind the barriers

Turn left onto 

Radarweg

At the roundabout, take

the 3rd exit onto

Hanedastraat

Turn right onto Piarco

Square

Drive a bit to the sign and

park behind the barriers

Is the P+R full? Then

park in the adjacent

parking spaces. Here

you pay with a parking

app as desired, or via

the parking meter.

 
 
 
 

After parking, follow the

walking route on page 2

After parking, follow the

walking route on page 2
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Want to park for free?

Go to the Rhoneweg.

Our office is in 5 minute

walking distance from

there. 



Walking route from Piarcoplein to the office

Walk behind the office building (located directly at the parking lot) 

to the left and walk towards the stairs

Having trouble finding our office? Give us a call at +3120 261 9447 and

ask for your TOSS representative.

Walk up the stairs and turn right

The Busitel office building is on your right

Enter the building through the entrance

Follow the walking route inside the office to the 4th floor

Walking route inside the office

After walking into the building, go straight ahead to the elevators

Take the elevator to the 4th floor, this is where the TOSS Office is located

Step out of the elevator and press the doorbell. Your TOSS representative

will take it over from there.

TOSS Group

Orlyplein 89

1043 DS Amsterdam
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tel://0031-20-261%209447


Walking route from Sloterdijk Station to the office

Walk out of Sloterdijk station on the side with the Starbucks on the corner

Turn right and walk straight on for about 80 meters

The Busitel office building is on your right

Enter the building through the entrance

Follow the walking route inside the office to the 4th floor

Walking route inside the office

After walking into the building, go straight ahead to the elevators

Take the elevator to the 4th floor, this is where the TOSS Office is located

Step out of the elevator and press the doorbell. Your TOSS representative

will take it over from there.

TOSS Group

Orlyplein 89

1043 DS Amsterdam

Having trouble finding our office? Give us a call at +3120 261 9447 and

ask for your TOSS representative.
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tel://0031-20-261%209447

